
Why is Mobile Threat Defence important to the
business?

Achieving compliance and securing
sensitive data on mobile devices

“To maintain the highest of industry standards, while protecting the best
interests of their client, Gardner Leader have to make sure that everything
they do complies with SRA standards. Keeping all devices that have
access to confidential client data secure is fundamentally important to
the business.”

What solution did SolCo put in place?

“Our industry leading product, Trustd, provides complete peace of mind and
compliance where corporate mobile data protection is concerned, while
providing privacy for users – keeping their messages, photos, calls, contacts
etc entirely private on personal devices.”

How does this help Gardner Leader?

“Providing peace of mind for the security of sensitive information – achieving
compliance obligations and Cyber Essentials Plus certification, while not
disrupting the firm’s ability to work in a flexible and agile way, permits Gardner
Leader the protections that they deserve as a long-established reputable law
firm.”

Gardner Leader, like most law firms, are heavily
reliant on mobile devices to efficiently run their
business. While staff were on the move, the
company needed to ensure that their sensitive client
data was protected from breach and that their
connections to public WiFi networks could not be
compromised.

Gardner Leader is a law firm that has been at
the heart of the Berkshire community for over
120 years, with offices in Newbury, Thatcham,
Maidenhead, Swindon, London and Windsor.

Neil Prevett, IT Director
Gardner Leader LLP

“Following a referral to SolCo, we have utilised their
services to assist us in the supply, installation,

configuration and roll-out of our cloud based telephony
system, as well as the adoption of the TrustD mobile

security app to assist us with achieving Cyber
Essentials accreditation. We have found SolCo to be
helpful, friendly and easy to deal with and they have
become a trusted partner to Gardner Leader LLP”

Secure your sensitive mobile data.
Secure your law practice today.
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